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Abstract
The onomastic research project “WippDigital - GIS supported field name research in the
Wipptal-area” is a cooperation project of the Austrian Science Academy (Institute for Corpus
Linguistics and Text Technology (ICLTT), research group DINAMLEX1) and the University
of Innsbruck (Institute for Language and Literature, department of Linguistics). It started in
October 2009 and will be finished expectedly in August 2014.
The objectives of this onomastic research project are to collect the toponyms and field names
(Flurnamen) of the Wipptal-area (Austria, Tyrol) and to analyze them with regard to their
linguistic, historical and geographical content. There is also a strong focus on the question to
what extent onomastics, especially field name research, can utilize the rapid developments in
related disciplines, such as geoinformatics. A further aim of the project is to enhance data
collection in quality and quantity by using new methods from these disciplines.
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Remarkable research results from the onomastic project “WippDigital - GIS supported
field name research in the Wipptal-area”
The onomastic research project “WippDigital - GIS supported field name research in the
Wipptal-area” is a cooperation project of the Austrian Science Academy, Institute for Corpus
Linguistics and Text Technology (ICLTT), research group DINAMLEX2, and the University
of Innsbruck, Institute for Language and Literature, department of Linguistics. It started in
October 2009 and will be finished expectedly in August 2014.
The objectives of this onomastic research project are to collect the toponyms and field names
(Flurnamen) of the Wipptal -area (Austria, Tyrol) and to analyze them with regard to their
linguistic, historical and geographical content. There is also a strong focus on the question to
what extent onomastics, especially field name research, can utilize the rapid developments in
related disciplines, such as geoinformatics. A further aim of the project is to enhance data
collection in quality and quantity by using new methods from these disciplines.
This working paper concentrates on the advantages of geographical information systems as a
support for onomastic research goals, especially in etymological work.

Fig. 1: Investigation area „Wipptal“ in its geographical context.
The investigation area (fig. 1) consists of 10 municipalities and covers an area of 350.000
km², which is about twice as much as the Principality of Liechtenstein. Due to the fact that the
lowest of the Alpine passes, the “Brenner”, is located in this investigation area early and
enduring settlement as well as linguistic heterogeneity is expected. To underline this, in the
Tabula peuntingeriana (copy from the Middle Ages, fig. 2) we find one of the earliest names
of Tyrol, Matrei as “Matreio”.
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Fig. 2: One of thee first, anciient street maps
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the pre-Bavarian names with #Pf- in the investigation area.
The GIS-application supports the etymological work in linguistic research also in another way
as the second example of research findings shows:
In one of the ten municipalities of the investigation area, Mühlbachl, the name
Schöpfaumähder appears first in the following historical form: 1574: ... von Rinder Pergers
Ängerle In der Schopfer aw gelögen... The preferable etymological approach that links the
recent name Schöpfaumähder to this historical form is − at this point − “meadows that are
within an area owned by a person with family name Schopf (Schöpf)”. This family name
frequently occurs within the investigation area and also in Tyrol.
If we enlarge the onymic search and embed the name in its linguistic-geographical context,
we find three interesting names in close vicinity to the object named Schöpfaumähder:
Tschopfboden, Tschopfmähder and Tschöpfen (fig. 4).
Tschopfboden and Tschopfmähder as compound words arise from Tschöpfen or Tschöpf
respectively and therefore this name is our onymic basis. The name appears early − for a
toponym − in historical forms: 1502: ... vonn aine(m) schopff so claws ramss(er) verckawfft
hat. And this historical line explains the meaning of Schöpf or Tschöpf(en) respectively: The
dialectal appellative (t)schopf was used as a unit for a meadow or pasture and is certainly not
related with the Tyrolean family name Schöpf.

Fig. 4: Linguistic-geographical context of Schöpfaumähder.
Thus, onomastic research combined with GIS − geographical information systems − supports
not only the step of locating onymic objects and names, but also helps to find and clarify
etymologies of these name objects. The onomastic research project “WippDigital − GIS
supported field name research in the Wipptal-area” was able to show and underline this,
referring to a modern state of the art research method.

